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Objective: The objective is to determine the affects of ultraviolet light on the bacteria Serratia marcescens.
Materials and Methods: Nutrient agar mixed with water and heated was placed into 4 Erlenmeyer flasks. 25 petri dishes were
then sterilized and the agar mixture added. Inoculated the bacteria Serratia marcescens into dishes at different times. The first 14
dishes were under radiation with the agar on the top of the dish between times of 1 to 15 min. The next two dishes were placed
under radiation with the agar on the bottom of the dish at times 15 and 20 min. And the last eight dishes were placed under
radiation without lids between times of 1 to 20 min. The first 4 dishes were incubated for 3 days before radiation and the last 20
dishes were placed under radiation immediately after inoculation.
Results: No visual affects on any dishes immediately after radiation. The first 14 dishes continued to grow rapidly after radiation as
they did before, showing no affects from the UV light. The next 2 dishes showed some signs of affect from the radiation. After 24
hrs the bacteria growth was slowed, but it continued normally for the next two days. The last 10 dishes had no growth throughout
the 3 days I recorded my observations, so the bacteria was killed.
Discussion: There appeared to be little to no affect on the bacteria with some form of protection. With the first 14 dishes the UV
light filtered through the glass of the petri dish lid and the agar before it reached the bacteria. This method proved to have no affect
on the bacteria. With the next two petri dishes the UV light had to filter through the lid, which only slowed the bacteria growth.
And the last 8 dishes had no form of protection so the radiation was direct. This method killed the bacteria. I’ve used this
information to conclude that the UV light from the sun can be harmful without protection. The ozone layer acts as our protection
from the harmful radiation of the sun as did the agar and petri dish lid in my experiment. Also in my experiment, the UV light
affect on the dishes without lids is the same as the suns affect on us with holes in the ozone layer. Research indicates that the body
can’t detect UV radiation when exposed to it, and without some sort of protection the skin can burn. Researchers also believe that
70% of skin cancer is caused by overexposure to the sun.
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The affect of Ultraviolet light on the bacteria Serratia marcescens.
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